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Synopsis

Jules and Lance Archer are married for nine years. Throughout the last year of their marriage Lance has done all he could to push Jules away. Worn out from being the problem in her marriage, Jules granst Lance the desire of his heart â€“ his freedom. Meeting a handsome, younger man Jules tussles with herself while trying to decide if she should act on her attraction to him. Kevin, on the other hand, refuses to take no for an answer. After a few chance encounters he finally wears Jules down and it doesnâ€™t take long before Kevin is mesmerized by Julesâ€™s beauty, intelligence and humor. She was everything he wanted in a woman, unfortunately for him the last thing Jules wants in her life is a relationship. What happens when Seduction occurs then Secrets are revealed? What will Jules do when she discovers the secrets that the men in her life are hiding? Will she continue to see these men or will she make drastic decisions? What will the men in Julesâ€™s life do once their secrets are exposed? Will any of them be able to hold onto Julesâ€™s heart or will the secrets that go along with the seduction cause Jules to walk away forever?
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Customer Reviews
This book was so good.....the story line was awesome......I love that the story had such a great build up through out the entire book that led to build up that led to some very surprising conclusions and the ending......OMG.....I loved it....def going on my to read again list......Great job Kendra Reeves.....patiently awaiting your next 5 star read....... 

This book is priceless. A wonderful unexpected gem. This is my first time being introduced to Kendra Reeves, but definitely not my last. First let me say as a reader, I found myself unable to put this book down. At first I didn't like the short, individual chapter, but began to look forward to seeing who was next. I found the characters very developed and the story line fascinating. As an Author, this story line is pure genius, and the flow amazing. I love the breakdown on chapters, allowing me to understand and gain knowledge of the players. I love, love, love Jules, her boldness, her heart, her spirit and her fearlessness. The love scenes are hot and spicy, but meaningful to the character development. This book goes beyond five stars. Thank you for a great read and a stress reliever.

Ms. Reeves is a good writer but I did not like this story at all. It was ridiculous that a man who is falling for a woman would give his brother the OK to get involved with said woman. The poor woman had no idea they were brothers. Please keep writing Ms. Reeves but no more foolishness like this.

Boy where to start this book was all that. And the sex scenes omg it's like I was there. This book was a page turner from the 1st to the last page. This is not your typical street lit book but it was a 5 star read

This book was well written but a bit of a disappointment. The main characters dissolved their marriage for a far reaching reason and then each of them went on sexing spree. The female lead is then drawn into a love triangle by half-brothers and once she fines out she retaliates by having a threesome with them?! (Totally bogus) The book ends with Lance and Jules getting remarried. I wished the author would have let the could work through their issues instead of wh*$#ING them out. But I have read two of her other books and they were great, this one was not my cup of tea..

This book had me glued to my kindle. The title says it all. Seduction happens, then here comes the secrets. What does Jules do? You have to read it to find out. I loved her spirit. The entire book was vivid, just like watching a movie. I'm not even going to mention the sex scenes. It was if I was there. Kudos to the author.